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valley, between them. East of these the land slopes gently away and is
desert because it lies in the rainshadow of the mountains. Curiously
enough two of the three largest cities lie east of the mountains on the edge
of the desert. In both cases this is due to irrigation by streams from the
mountains. Aleppo depends on rivers from the Armenian Plateau to the
north. Damascus, farther south, is separated from the sea by two lofty
mountain ranges. One of these, Mt. Lebanon, close to the coast, is famous
for its huge cedars, much like our giant sequoia trees in California, which
grow in a similar climate. The Anti-Lebanon or Mt. Hermon Range lies
farther east. Water which falls on its west side flows through the moun-
tains to the east side in a deep gorge. Thus the desert city of Damascus
has been able to become larger than its seaport, Beirut, just as Aleppo
exceeds its seaport, Alexandretta.
Farther south in Palestine the mountains take the form of flat-topped
plateaus on both sides of a deep rift valley, where a long, narrow section
of the earth's crust has dropped down in the same fashion as the Rhine
Graben. In this lie the Sea of Galilee, the Jordan River, and the Dead
Sea, the last being 1300 feet below the level of the Mediterranean. Jeru-
salem is located on the top of the western plateau. It, too, has its seaport,
Jaffa. The actual seaport is much smaller than Jerusalem, but the pres-
ence of the narrow Philistine plain between the sea and the Judean
plateau, where Jerusalem is located, enables this area to support another
large city in addition to Aleppo and Damascus. In this coastal plain a
considerable flow of underground water permits extensive irrigation.
This has made it possible for the Jewish industrial city of Tel Aviv to
grow up close to Jaffa. The two together form the largest city in Asiatic
Turkey, Syria, Palestine, or Arabia.
Arabia and Iraq
From Syria a railroad heads toward the new country of Iraq, which
consists mainly of what used to be known as Mesopotamia, the land
between the Euphrates and Tigris rivers. Iraq depends upon river water
for irrigation almost as completely as does Egypt. It has one other great
resource, namely, oil. Pipe lines carry the oil to the seacoast in Palestine
and Syria, thus diminishing the importance of the long-planned railroad
from Aleppo to Baghdad, the chief city of Iraq. Aside from oil there is
little freight in this dry region, and passengers usually cross the desert in
motor cars. In large portions of the desert, especially the gravelly parts,
one can drive almost anywhere without making roads. Bus lines run
regularly from Damascus to Baghdad, with no road much of the way.
From Palestine a second desert railway heads southward. It was built
by the Turkish government at the beginning of the nineteenth century

